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Clemson University

ASL poems:

Class A: Students of ASL and CODAs (children of deaf adults) who are not fluent

Mandatory Selection: Tear of Life (Clayton Valli) (DawnSignPress)
Second Selection I: Black Hole: Color of ASL (Debbie Rennie) (Sign Media)
Second Selection II: Hands (Clayton Valli) (Sign Media)
Second Selection III: Cave (Clayton Valli) (Sign Media)

Class B: Native ASL users and CODAs with proficiency equivalent to native users

Mandatory Selection: Dew on Spiderweb (Clayton Valli) (DawnSignPress)
Second Selection I: Missing Children (Debbie Rennie) (Sign Media)
Second Selection II: Liberation (Patrick Graybill) (Sign Media)
Second Selection III: Paradox (Patrick Graybill) (Sign Media)